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The brand
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A legendary
brand.
Becomes cult.
As a bathroom brand operating all over the world, we’ve got
our finger on the pulse. That’s why we not only surprise
you with new products, we constantly reinvent ourselves
too. As a result, we have repositioned the DUSCHOLUX
brand for 2019 and updated our image. We have reworked
our logo and given it a new meaning. As part of our new
direction, we have consolidated our product portfolio and
divided it into five product worlds so we can focus on what’s
most important. Design, architecture and functionality come
together in understated, high-class products. We leave you
as much freedom as possible to plan and design and take
our cue from your ideas.

DUSCHOLUX

Product worlds
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The exclusive feel-good oasis, the architectural masterpiece, the small bathroom,
guest bathroom or the standard for rental
properties. In our product worlds, you’ll
find the perfect option for every desire,
every bathroom layout and every budget.
And the special touch is that DUSCHOLUX
will make all your ideas a reality.

5 worlds.
365 days to
discover them.

Viva
Refined style icon.
Brings life to your bathroom.

The Viva product world embodies innovation. Masterful
workmanship, clear lines of sight and invisible functionality speak for themselves. When paired with your flair
for first-class bathroom design, you give this shower
enclosure its own special personality. Viva represents
class in its purest form.

Product worlds
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Viva

DUSCHOLUX
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Product worlds

Viva Sliding doors
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02

Variable profile and creative freedom.
The Viva sliding door fits into your room particularly well
thanks to its innovative guide profile. Glass or stone-effect
PanElle can also be integrated into the profile to add that
special touch. This is how the right PanElle rear wall can
really bring together the overall look. Rich in contrast
or understated – combine all the benefits of a modern
sliding-door shower enclosure with a surprising level of

Viva

creative freedom.

01

03

01
With the new Viva and PanElle Stone,
the shower enclosure blends into the
rear wall – and creates an exciting overall
concept.
02
The PanElle surface is skilfully integrated
into the guide profile – whether you go for
glass or stone.
03
Special solutions for particular rooms:
with Viva, the planning remains flexible
from the beginning.

DUSCHOLUX

Product worlds
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Individuality lies in the
details.
The new Viva shows you how.

Without a wall profile and with a concealed roller guide in
the minimalistic top profile, DUSCHOLUX Viva is reduced
to the bare essentials: a partially framed shower enclosure
that enhances every bathroom with its transparent effect.
The new freedom offered by the profile designs gives you a
unique interior design with a personal touch.

Features
•

Partially framed sliding doors with a glass thickness of 8 mm

•

Customisable guide profile with glass or stone-effect PanElle

•

Wide range of made to measure installation options and sizes

•

Soft-close function for smooth opening and closing included

•

DUSCHOLUX CareTec Pro glass finishing included

•

Push & Clean function for easy cleaning

•

Standard shower enclosure height 2000 mm, available up to

Viva

2100 mm and up to 2500 mm in the floor to ceiling version

02

01
01
With no wall profiles, Viva impresses with
its high level of transparency and virtually unliwithed possibilities – even in
made to measure dimensions.
02
The hidden functions are a guarantee
of comfort with Viva: the slim top profile
with concealed roll guide, the Push &
Clean function for easy cleaning and
our soft-close mechanisms for smooth
opening and closing.

DUSCHOLUX

Product worlds
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01
The slim and extremely flat hinge is
flush on the inside and particularly easy
to clean – with a practical lift-and-lower
mechanism as standard.
02
Individuality down to the last detail:
hinges and handles are also available in
glass or stone-effect PanElle.
03
Viva means freedom – with colours and
installation versions too.

02

01

Viva Swing doors

Colourful accents in unison with the rear
wall.
For those who prefer elegant swing doors, our new Viva
shower enclosure offers plenty of room for individuality. You
can even pair the glass or stone-effect surface of the hinges
with the matching PanElle rear wall. In addition to the popular Chrome options, you can also go for Graphite. With Viva,
everything is possible!

Features
•

Frameless swing doors with a glass thickness of 8 mm

•

Minimalist swing hinges with lift-and-lower mechanism

•

DUSCHOLUX CareTec Pro glass finishing included

•

Available in Chrome or Graphite

•

Hinges can be customised with glass or stone-effect PanElle

•

Wide range of made to measure installation options and sizes

•

Optional flush-mounted wall profile for even greater transparency

•

Standard shower enclosure height 2000 mm, available up to
2200 mm

Viva

03

Collection
The one and only.
As flexible as you need.

The frameless product world Collection focuses on what’s
important: exceptional convenience, a simple look and
no effort. Tailor-made frameless shower enclosures give
you a unique shower experience in any room layout. With
almost limitless possibilities for installation and refined
details, Collection lets your creativity run wild. Lacking in
profile? Collection is anything but that.

Product worlds
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Collection
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Collection

03

Collection 3C

Excellent design, attractive price.
The frameless and multi-award-winning Collection 3

01

shower enclosure is now available in the Collection 3C version. Finished with DUSCHOLUX CareTec Pro and a smooth
internal design, it’s particularly easy to clean. The hinges
are screw-fastened, offer various adjustment options and
additional designs and can also be used for mirrored glass.
02

DUSCHOLUX now offers the elegant Collection look in an
01

even wider range – so that no wish is left unfulfilled.

When it comes to installation and fitting,
almost anything is possible: custom
sizes, bevels and glass cut outs make this

Features

range work for every room layout.

•

02
Small detail, big impact: the smooth
internal screw-fixed hinges combined
with the DUSCHOLUX CareTec Pro glass
finishing make Collection 3C particularly
easy to clean.

Frameless swing doors with a glass thickness of 8 mm in a timeless design

•

Smooth internal surfaces for easy cleaning

•

Wide range of made to measure installation options and sizes and
additional designs thanks to the new glass-to-glass hinge

•

DUSCHOLUX CareTec Pro glass finishing included

•

Integrated lift-and-lower mechanism in the hinges with various
adjustment options

03

•

Standard glass height 2000 mm, available up to 2200 mm

The new glass-to-glass hinge rounds off

•

Can be combined with flush-mounted wall profile

the installation options.

DUSCHOLUX

Product worlds
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Transparent trendsetter.
More room for ideas.

The frameless product world Air pays homage to true
freedom of design and a sensuality that creates a
great deal of personality from this minimalist style. The
free-standing shower enclosures work particularly well
in spacious and accessible walk-in solutions. The large
number of colour options enables you to choose freely
between a carefully understated style and a sophisticated
highlight. There’s more than love in the Air!

Air

Air

DUSCHOLUX

Product worlds
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Air Colours

Add a touch of colour to your bathroom.
Our most puristic Air shower enclosure has been redesigned with four complementary colour tones. This way, we are
giving you the chance to implement completely new design
approaches with proven safety, quality and ease of cleaning.
Air Colours adds unusual touches of colour and transforms
the traditional shower enclosure into an eye-catching design
object.

Features
•

Four new glass colours: Sunset Gold, Ocean Blue, Desert Sun and
Ruby Red for the entire Air product world

•

Walk-in shower enclosure without crossbar in different installation
versions
DUSCHOLUX CareTec Pro glass finishing included

•

A glass thickness of 10 mm and a width of up to 1500 mm

•

Standard glass height 2000 mm, available up to 2200 mm

•

Also available in combination with shower trays

Air

•

Air Colours
Air Colours makes state-of-the-art bathroom design possible. The four new glass colours Sunset Gold, Ocean Blue,
Desert Sun and Ruby Red transform the traditional shower
enclosure into an expressive design element.

Sunset Gold

01
01
The play on colour effects is intended
here: whether in front of designed rear
walls or in a bright room – the new Air
Colours glass versions add interesting
visual touches.

Ocean Blue

Desert Sun

Ruby Red

DUSCHOLUX

Product worlds
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01
Air Plus offers the lightness and transparency of the Air product world in combination with the DUSCHOLUX Bestone
Savona shower floor as a fast, secure
and maintenance-free package.
02
The 10 mm-thick glass is securely mounted without any crossbars getting in the
way. Wall slopes of up to 11 mm can be
compensated as standard.
03
Minimalist, easy-care aluminium profiles
replace the usual silicone joint with Air
past.

02

Air

Plus – making maintenance a thing of the

01
03

Air Plus

High standard with added value.
The new version of Air Plus impresses with the shortest
delivery times. The combination of a beautifully designed
DUSCHOLUX Bestone shower floor and Air shower enclosure
is always available straight away in standard sizes. If the wall
slope complies with construction standards, a measurement
is no longer required and the shower enclosure can be installed without delay. The special profile connection replaces
the usual silicone joint and makes Air Plus maintenance-free.
And, of course, this version of Air doesn't require a crossbar
and is particularly easy to clean using DUSCHOLUX CareTec
Pro glass finishing.

Features
•

Complete solution comprising a high-quality DUSCHOLUX 		
Bestone Savona shower floor and 10 mm walk-in shower enclosure

•

Transparent effect – without the usual wall profile or crossbar

•

Maintenance-free and secure – without visible silicone joints

•

DUSCHOLUX CareTec Pro glass finishing included

•

Fast delivery with the shortest deadlines

•

Broad range of standard sizes, customs sizes available

•

Glass width of up to 1500 mm

•

Standard glass height 2000 mm, available up to 2200 mm

Bella Vita
Bestseller with style.
And meaning for life.

The reduced-frame product world Bella Vita gives you
the freedom to implement any design idea. With a wide
variety of versions, well-thought-out functions, spacious
dimensions and high-quality materials. The various door
and glass options give a small bathroom just as much
class as a large one – with a masterfully understated look.
Bella Vita makes life particularly beautiful.

Product worlds
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Bella Vita

DUSCHOLUX

DUSCHOLUX

Product worlds

Bella Vita 3 Plus

Transparent with a touch of colour.
Winner of the iF product design award, Bella Vita has been
setting standards in functionality and adaptability for many
years. This is why we are constantly developing this product
world further. Since 2018, DUSCHOLUX has been offering
you additional floor to ceiling solutions with Bella Vita 3 Plus
that impress with a more transparent design with no wall
profiles.

Features
•

Partially framed shower enclosure with sliding doors

•

Wide range of made to measure installation options, including
floor to ceiling

•

Transparent design with no wall profile

•

Push & Clean function for easy cleaning

•

Optional soft-close function for easy opening and closing

•

Additional profile colours Black, Black Chrome and Gold

•

Standard shower enclosure height 2000mm, available up to
2100 mm, and up to 2500 mm in the floor to ceiling version

02

01
Floor to ceiling, Bella Vita 3 Plus creates
a solution with maximum transparency.
02
A nice touch: the aesthetic profiles in a
variety of colours cover all screw connections and mountings.

Bella Vita

01
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Allegra
Linear classic.					
A welcome addition to any bathroom.

If you prefer to see the big picture, welcome to the Allegra
product world. The entry-level series fits perfectly in any
situation while staying discreetly in the background. The
framed shower enclosures can be installed in a flash, so
they pay for themselves, especially if you’re building a property. Allegra – the classic for your bathroom.

Product worlds
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Allegra

DUSCHOLUX
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Product worlds

02

Allegra

01
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03

Allegra Plus

Comfortable and expressive.
Our new Allegra Plus with two-panelled sliding doors combines all the strengths of a classic with a modern, lighter look,
since the innovative seal means that the overlapping of the
glass is barely visible. This creates more transparency – and
requires less of a profile. The simple swing out mechanism
makes cleaning much easier.
Features
•

Framed shower enclosure with two-panelled sliding doors

•

Range of made to measure installation options and sizes

•

Integrated handle bars

•

Standard shower enclosure height 2000 mm

•

Doors that swing inwards for easy cleaning

01
The slim, transparent seals between
the door and the fixed panel guarantee
reliable splash protection without glass
overlapping.
02
Allegra Plus’ doors swing inwards,
making cleaning and maintenance much
easier.
03
The two-panelled sliding door offers
various design options: as corner entry,
in niche designs or with an additional
side panel.

DUSCHOLUX
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When you hear someone talking about
production, they usually mean technology
and economies of scale. We talk to you
about your requirements first. This is how
we find out what you're concerned about
and what’s important to you. Using this
knowledge, we develop innovations and
continuously improve our products.

Innovating for
the future.
With our finger
on the pulse.

DUSCHOLUX

Glass finishing
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01

01
Water droplet on traditional glass.
02
The contact angle of a water droplet is
considerably reduced on the hydrophobic DUSCHOLUX CareTec Pro surface,
making it easier to run off.
02

DUSCHOLUX CareTec Pro
Ease of cleaning redefined.

We have further developed and improved our DUSCHOLUX CareTec
glass finishing. With DUSCHOLUX CareTec Pro, our shower enclosures have a surface that can do even more: it’s antibacterial, water- and
grease-resistant and stops limescale, dirt, or soap residue sticking
to the glass. This means you don’t need to use the glass wiper after
showering and can easily remove any limescale stains with a microfibre
cloth during your weekly cleaning. You don't need any cleaning agents.
This is environmentally friendly and saves time.

New formulation – extended guarantee:
•

10-year protection against glass corrosion

•

5-year guarantee on ease of cleaning

DUSCHOLUX

Wall panelling
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PanElle Graphics

New patterns in black and white set bathroom
trends.
In modern bathrooms, individuality is the key. That is why DUSCHOLUX

01

has added four new PanElle Graphics patterns to its PanElle wall panel-

With PanElle Graphics, you can create

ling range. They are inspired by hip architectural trends and add new

unique effects in your bathroom – in

touches to your bathroom design. The key detail here is the intensity: you

combination with the glass colour car-

can determine the degree of transparency yourself with a choice of four

bon, for example.

gradations. This way, you can achieve individual and surprising effects.

02
The perfect cut at the factory ensures
a precise, waterproof transition without
offset in the Flowers, Cubes, Lines and
Trigon patterns.
03
With PanElle Graphics, you can choose
the degree of intensity yourself: with
90%, 70%, 40% or 20% transparency.

02

01

100%

03

90%

70%

40%

20%

100%

Flowers

100%

Cubes

100%

Lines

Trigon

90%

90%

90%

90%

70%

70%

70%

70%

40%

40%

40%

40%

20%

20%

20%

20%

DUSCHOLUX
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PanElle Stone

Elegant look with genuine natural stone.
01

PanElle Stone is a unique combination of genuine natural

With PanElle Click, the tiles merge into

stone and the proven PanElle wall panelling system. The

one another almost invisibly. The waterproof connection is particularly suitable

stone is applied onto the backing layer in a thickness of

for the new, large-scale patterns.

2-4 mm. With various types of slate, PanElle Stone impresses with the look and feel of a natural product, which can

02

be easily machined and has a very low dead weight. As

The new connection for wall panelling

with real stone, each tile is an original and offers a different

with a thickness of 11 mm is a revolutio-

effect.

nary alternative to obstructive buffer
profiles and silicone joints.
PanElle Stone
Looks like real stone, but is PanElle
wall panelling: available in the colours
Earth, Graphite, Volcano and Quartz,
PanElle Stone is an interesting alternative to heavy natural slabs.

01

PanElle Click

Invisible and revolutionary.
We have extended our PanElle wall panelling range with a
practical connection solution that has a panel thickness of
11 mm: PanElle Click is particularly easy to install and ensures a homogeneous, almost invisible transition. That is
why the system is perfectly suited to large-scale patterns
and photo prints as an alternative to buffer profiles and
silicone joints. You can position PanElle Click precisely and
without offset – visually seamless and waterproof.

Earth

Graphite

Volcano

Quartz

02

DUSCHOLUX

Tubs
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Formia bathtub
Matt look, natural feel.

The new rectangular Formia tub is available in the new
DUSCHOLUX Bestone material as a free-standing and
wall version. The matt appearance and the central drain
with flush cover are what make Formia simple and modern.

01

03
Savona is available in five standard sizes
and two elegant colours: White and
Cement Grey.

03

02

01
Formia is our new and modern rectangular
bathtub measuring 1700 x 750 x 600 mm

Savona shower floor

The shower fitted flush with the floor.

(Formia Free) and 1700 x 850 x 600 mm
(Formia Wall).
02
The matt appearance is what makes this
tub so special – and the central drain
with a moulded, flush overflow is very
convenient.

With Savona, we are offering a shower floor made from the
new material DUSCHOLUX Bestone, in keeping with Formia.
The drain is concealed under a rectangular cover made from
stainless steel or in the same colour as the tray. Savona is
available in many standard sizes or can be cut to the desired
size.

DUSCHOLUX

Online
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Our new website lets you really immerse
yourself in the DUSCHOLUX product worlds
on any device. The simplified navigation
with a practical search function helps you
to find the information you need quickly and
easily. Downloads and specific content for
your individual needs help you with planning – in trade and crafts. Whether you’re
an architect, planner or private customer,
with www.duscholux.com you're on the
right side.

DUSCHOLUX
online

DUSCHOLUX

Configurator

Here’s how planning can be fun and make
sense.
The configurator is the key feature of our new website:
with intuitive user guidance, it makes it fun for you to find
your ideal customised bathroom solution. It's quite simple:
enter your structural requirements, followed by the type
of shower or PanElle wall panelling you want. The program

Online

01
Surprising effects with our PanElle

01

wall panelling: experience how colours
can change the effect of a room and
customise your shower area.
02
Variable and realistic down to the last
detail: the configurator also takes into
account whether your shower enclosure
should stand on a shower tray or a tiled
floor.

processes your data and immediately provides you with the
most suitable solution – realistically displayed and with a
price quotation for the selected model. There’s no clearer
way to plan your shower solution.

02
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Colours and glasses

Viva
Sliding
door

Shower enclosures

Viva 
Swing
door

Collection
3C

Air
Colours

Air 
Plus

Bella
Vita
3 Plus

Allegra
Plus

Colours
070 Silver Matt

Colours

062 Platinum Silver
079 Chrome Matt

070 Silver Matt

062 Platinum Silver

079 Chrome Matt

078 Chrome

078 Chrome
268 Graphite

268 Graphite
248 Black
249 Black-Chrome

249 Black-Chrome

248 Black

250 Gold

250 Gold
Decor
001 PanElle White

Gläser

225 PanElle Dark Gray Metallic
256 PanElle Basalt Gray
715 PanElle Stone Quartz
716 PanElle Stone Graphite
Further PanElle colours available
Glasses
461 Sunset Gold with CareTec Pro
462 Ocean Blue with CareTec Pro
463 Desert Sun with CareTec Pro

461 S
 unset Gold with

462 O cean Blue with

463 D esert Sun with

464 R uby Red with 		

CareTec Pro

CareTec Pro

CareTec Pro

CareTec Pro

464 Ruby Red with CareTec Pro
551 TSG clear
751 TSG clear with CareTec Pro
594 Carbon
794 Carbon with CareTec Pro
583 Optiwhite fine satin
783 Optiwhite fine satin with CareTec Pro
601 Partial fine satin
801 Partial fine satin with CareTec Pro
602 Mirror

551 TSG clear

594 Carbon

583 Fine satin Optiwhite

601 Partial fine satin

751 TSG clear with CareTec Pro

794 Carbon with CareTec Pro

783 F ine satin Optiwhite with

801 Partial fine satin with

CareTec Pro

802 Mirror with CareTec Pro
613 Mastercarrée

CareTec Pro

813 Mastercarrée with CareTec Pro
1

814 Polar with CareTec Pro

1

604 Optiwhite glass clear
804 Optiwhite glass clear with CareTec
Pro
607 Optiwhite partial fine satin
807 Optiwhite partial fine satin with
CareTec Pro
602 Mirror effect
802 Mirror effect with
CareTec Pro

814 Polar with CareTec Pro

613 Mastercarrée
813 Mastercarrée with
CareTec Pro

Equipment

Special equipment

1

only for walk-in models with one glass and one-panelled sliding doors

Our products are exclusively available from bathroom retailers.
Products may differ from the images. No liability is accepted for printing errors or
incorrect technical information and images. All information is subject to change.
© 2019, DUSCHOLUX, www.duscholux.com
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